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man pope john XXIII george kennan and john F kennedy
one may legitimately ask how this collection of speeches

commentary and analysis hangs together as a supplementary
reading package the answer is surprisingly well the policy
approach is particularly appropriate for the introductory course
and these pieces are discriminately chosen using a multitude
of different selections could have presented a problem of dif-
fusenessfuseness the beginning student s approach to the field is like-
ly to be fractionated enough without having to digest and syn-
thesize so many bits and pieces along with the lecture the basic
text or whatever other readings are used moreover when the
contributions range from columnist russell baker ever hear
of a two pants suit to pope john XXIII kacemparempacem in termterris
with works of assorted scholars journalists politicians and
public figures interspersed between one might anticipate an
almost indigestible melange to the credit of the editors how-
ever this is not the case the readings are generally well inte-
grated to the few major topics through careful editing and ar-
rangementrangement the selections within each chapter have an essential
unity and the materials overall are relevant to the central
themes of change and security the result is a surprisingly
coherent readable survey of basic issues in international affairs
that ought to serve well in the classroom

A LEE fritschler smoking and politicspolities policymaking in
the federal bureaucracy new york appleton century crofts
1969 165 ppap 1951.95195

reviewed by william clayton kimball a doctoral candidate
in government at harvard university and assistant professor
of government at bentley college in waltham massachu-
setts

while the typical latter day saint s interest might light up
at the title of this little book it is less about lighting up than
about politics in the author s own words the study illustrates
generally the procedures and politics of bureaucratic policy
formulation in contemporary american government the ve-
hicle of the study is the tangle of policy and politics which sur-
rounded the passing of the cigarette labeling and advertising
act of 1965 while this act which required the warning label
on the sides of cigarette packages was billed by its proponents
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as a public regarding health measure it was actually one of the
most blatant power plays against the public interest in the past
decade

the principal villain in the play was the tobacco subgovern
ment this group included not only the tobacco companies and
growers but also the tobacco bloc in congress in effect the
entire southern delegation various elements of the bureauc-
racy involved in tobacco subsidy and production representatives
of the advertising and broadcasting industries and large anti
any governmental regulation forces its power was aided and
abetted by public and legislative ignorance and indifference
the hero of the book although not necessarily of the play
was the federal trade commission ralph nader take note
which was supported by various health groups and aided pre-
sumablysumably by the spirits of those who literally had the time of
their lives smoking in the best line in the book mr fritschler
quotes david cohen then a lobbyist for the americans for
democratic action who assessed the lineupline up as being similar
to a match between the green bay packers and a high school
football team unfortunately the public interest was repre-
sented by the high school team

this book appears at a time when the controversy over just
what the government should do about smoking and health is
heating up again but its purpose is not merely to detail or
document that controversy as much asas to illustrate how policy
is made by the federal bureaucracy and to say that the account
of that process is not very interesting is probably to say more
about the process itself than about this book or mr fritschlerfritschler s

style for those who are interested in the politics of the con-
troversytroversy presented in a less academic manner they would be
well rewarded by looking up and reading two articles by eliza-
beth brenner drew the first the quiet victory of the ciga-
rette lobby how it found the best filter yet congress
atlantic monthly september 1965 and the second an article
in the new york times magazine of may 4 1969 which up-
dates the earlier account mr fritschler leans heavily on mrs
drew s work perhaps more than he is aware judging from his
citations which are limited to direct quotations the most in-
terestingte sections of his book are those influenced by mrs
drew s story

his discussion of administrative policymaking procedures
of the differences and interrelations of rulemakingrulemaking and ad
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judicatory authority is very good but it might leave the aver-
age reader confused not because the description is not clear
but because it is a very complex process unfortunately com-
plex subjects are not always made less complex by the use of
simple words the choice of the cigarette controversy as a
means to convey some of the complexity is a good one how-
ever mr fritschler tells us that he chose this issue because
the various positions were far less complex than usual when
compared with some of the classic case studies in public admin-
istration courses this is true but the simplicity is confined to the
bureaucratic action the politics were very complex and the
study is deadened somewhat by its concentration on bureau-
cratic procedure it is true that a book can only be about a few
things and not about everything but without lengthening the
book too much mr fritschler might have made it more inter-
esting by including more of the political complexity which sur-
rounded the bureaucratic policymaking

throughout the book one finds excellent observations and
insights concerning the administrative process and the practice
of policymaking but these are often buried in the midst of
paragraphs which muffle the impact of the statements the
typical college student would miss many of these insights which
are well worth his while mr fritschler s book gives evidence
that many of our notions of representation and responsibility
need urgent reconsideration

one of the central problems in our country is just what
relationship the governmental bureaucracy should have to the

private or business sector can business be trusted or allowed
to mind its own store can we believe that advertising abuses
will be self correcting or that shoddy or harmful products will
not be foisted on the public by producers the record of rising
consumer irritation in the past few years demonstrates that the
most serious problems in our polity come not from aggressive
governmental action but from private aggression and govern-
mental inertia just in the area of air pollution no matter
whether you are referring to pollution of the air currents by
industry and smokers or of the air waves by television and
radio it should be clear that a reliance on private action is no
reliance at all

mr fritschler points out the problems which arise when
an agency of the very bureaucracy which we curse daily seeks
to represent the public interest the nature of our system
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is such that this type of representation brings the agency into
conflict with powerful economic interests whose basic concern
is for profit and whose lack of concern for the public welfare
is obvious the example of the tobacco lobby which has
sought to mislead the public for many years as to the nature
and results of using their products is not an isolated case per-
haps if more people were informed as to the way policymak-
ing takes place in the national or local government it
might be far less easy for private interests to ignore the pub-
lic interest

current conservative political writers of which the church
has more than its fair share do us a disservice by drawing our
attention away from the realities of power politics they seek
to focus on nonissuesnon issues which soothe their idealogical itches
but which do nothing to improve the quality of life in our
society A study like smoking and politics gives us a glimpse
of a complex and disturbing reality the success of the tobacco
lobby and the incredible social cost of this success in terms
of human suffering and death should lead us all to question
the theoretical labels we use but we become so attached to
them we d too often rather fight than switch

ROBERT J MATTHEWS joseph smiths revision of the
bible provo utah brigham young university press 1969
86 ppap 1501.50150

reviewed by sidney B sperry professor of old testament
languages and literature at brigham young university the
author of numerous books and articles dr sperry isis one
of the most widely known writers on the scriptures of the
church

since the reviewer and his pupil merrill Y van wagoner
made their limited studies on the inspired revision of the
bible about thirty years ago much useful labor on the same
book has been accomplished by their younger successors one
needs only consult page 86 of dr matthews present work to
find the names of those responsible for scholarly investiga-
tions that have added much to our knowledge of the history of
the revision its doctrines and general value I1 would espe-
cially call attention to the work of calvin H bartholomew
james R clarkdarkoark reed C durham and robert J matthews


